Data envelopment analysis (DEA) 
Introduction and Background
Nowadays with the prevalence of the e-commerce, manufacturing companies are getting suppliers more and more involved not only at the production design stage but also at the product design stage. Traditional e-commerce, either B2B or B2C, established the relationship between business and business or business to client as a pure buyer-seller relationship, taking little consideration on socalled supplier involvement. As for the supplier involvement, two stages can be classified, the early stage and the late stage. The former one emphasizes mainly on the product design stage, focusing on how to take fully advantage of the supplier's expertise and capability in a new product design and development. The latter one emphasizes mostly on reducing inventory level and production costs and ensuring the synchronization of production and supply chain. The method as presented in this paper is for the suppliers' performance evaluation and selection in the late stage of the supplier involvement in small and middle sized enterprises ͑SMEs͒. Normally, a SME does not have a buy power to control a supplier to regulate its production to meet the production requirements of the SME. It can only select a supplier among a number of possible suppliers according to a set of predetermined criteria.
Data envelopment analysis ͑DEA͒, first introduced by Charnes et al. ͓1͔ , was developed as a numerical and analytical method to evaluate options or decision making units ͑DMUs͒ under multiinputs and multi-outputs. After the initial work of Charnes et al., many scholars and practitioners have shown their works in utilizing and improving the DEA method. Talluri and Yoon ͓2͔ depicted an advanced manufacturing technology ͑AMT͒ evaluation and selection process through a cone-ratio data envelopment analysis ͑CRDEA͒, which integrated decision-maker's preferences. Zhang et al. ͓3͔ adopted the DEA cone ratio model to measure project quality, which utilized analytical hierarchy Process ͑AHP͒ to constrain quality metrics with respect to decision maker's preference. Zhang and Wu ͓4͔ proposed a DEA model with the AHP restraint cone, which utilized the concept of polyhedral cone ratio ͓5͔, where the AHP restraint cone is obtained from the AHP judgment matrix. Zhang ͓6͔ took it in use in evaluating and selecting the most appropriate supplier from a supplier candidate pool. Asmild and Paradi ͓7͔ illustrated a simple but convincible example in describing how the increasingly tightening cone ratio affected the calculation result.
Saaty's pairwise comparison method is based on a process called AHP ͓8͔, which has been proved to be an effective approach to maximally reflect the decision makers' subjective preferences in line with the hierarchical criteria and the alternatives. Following this method, each evaluation criterion is compared in a pair to estimate their relative importance. A typical 1-9 scalepoint scheme is used to measure the relative importance or priorities of the criteria and the alternatives, in which 1 means the same importance while 9 means an overwhelming importance between the two comparing individuals.
There were several researchers who proposed various approaches to improve the adaptability of the AHP method. Boender et al. ͓9͔ and Chen et al. ͓10͔ embedded the fuzzy method into AHP. Particularly, an interval AHP for crisp data was proposed by Sugiharai ͓11͔ by solving the following linear programming problem:
where ⍀ = ͕1, . . . ,n͖. The w i and w i គ are the upper and lower boundaries for w i , which reflect the inconsistency in the given pairwise comparisons. Sugihara ͓12͔ also proposed a fuzzy AHP by changing the crisp value in the basic AHP matrix into a fuzzy number to deal with the uncertainty in human's judgment and some incomplete information. However, none of them provided a controllable parameter to make the range of the weightings adjustable.
Usually, the pairwise matrix is not perfectly consistent because of a large amount of redundancy in the pairwise comparisons. However, due to the redundancy in the pairwise comparisons, the process is fairly insensitive to judgmental errors ͓13͔. On the other hand, this redundancy or inconsistency does implicate the preference range with respect to the individuals to be examined. In this paper, we are trying to use the pairwise comparison redundancy and inconsistency to generate a constraint range on the importance weights of the evaluation criteria. In light with this, the further extending calculation in Satty's pairwise matrix can yield a weighting series from which the lower and higher boundaries of the weighting factors can be generated.
Evaluation Model
Typically, the evaluation of the supplier performance is considered a multicriteria decision making ͑MCDM͒ problem, which is shown in Fig. 1 as an example.
In this section, the traditional DEA model for multicriteria evaluation is given first. Then by adding the constraint on the relative weighting importance, the DEA model with the weighting constraints is presented.
DEA Model for Supplier Performance Evaluation.
Suppose we have n suppliers ͑i.e., n DMUs͒ to be evaluated and m input criteria ͑such as cost criteria, which can be quantified as the smaller the better͒ and s output criteria ͑such as benefit criteria, which can be quantified as the larger the better͒ as the evaluation criteria. The relative important weights of these criteria are denoted by wi for m inputs and ur for s outputs, and x ij or y rj denotes the quantified index of the jth DMU with respect to the ith input or rth output criterion. Figure 1 shows the structure of a DEA model.
The relative efficiency of j 0 th DMU is assessed by solving the following DEA model ͓14͔:
Since Eq. ͑2͒ is a linear fractional programming problem ͓15͔, we can transform it into an ordinary linear programming problem by proceeding the transformation as follows ͑the Charnes-Cooper transformation͒:
Model ͑2͒ becomes a linear programming model as follows:
wx j − uy j Ն 0, j = 1,2, . . . ,n ͑4͒
The w or u stands for the possible weightings a criterion can take, which is free of limitations. To get the relative efficiency of the j 0 th DMU, the linear programming model ͑4͒ needs to be solved. Accordingly, the optimal solution of this model represents the DEA efficiency of the DMU j0 . This linear programming model is solved n times in calculating the relative efficiencies of all the DMUs by letting j 0 = 1 through n. The model allows each DMU to effectively select optimal weights, without any restraints, which seldom happens in the real practice. In other words, this model takes no consideration on the relative importance of the evaluation criteria. Thus, it failed to reflect the decision maker's preferences among the evaluation criteria. However, there do have different priorities among the criteria in the real world decision making. The DEA model with weighting constraints is then given in Sec. 2.2.
DEA Model With Weighting Constraints.
In order to take the decision maker's preferences into the evaluation, we add an extra constraint: Transactions of the ASME
to model ͑4͒. W AHP and Ũ AHP are the fuzzy constrained weighting vectors obtained from the AHP pairwise matrix. Consequently, the model becomes
wx j − uy j Ն 0, j = 1,2, . . . ,n ͑6͒
W AHP or Ũ AHP is the fuzzy set constrained weighting factors, and ͓W L , W H ͔ or ͓U L , U H ͔ represent the lower and upper boundaries of the weighting factors W or U, which can be piecewise interpolated from the linear segments of the fuzzy set. The formulation of the piecewise fuzzy set for the weighting factors will be given in Sec. 2.3.
Instead of giving a set of crisp weighting values to each criterion, we exert a weighting range set ͓W L , W H ͔ or ͓U L , U H ͔ upon the weighting factors, by which the fuzziness of the human preference is intuitively expressed.
Formulation of the Piecewise Triangular Fuzzy
Set for the Weighting Factors. As mentioned above, the AHP pairwise matrix is not perfectly consistent in most of the cases. This kind of inconsistency can be utilized to generate a set of interval values of the weighting factors.
Inconsistency of the AHP Pairwise
Matrix. By performing Satty's pairwise comparisons, we can get the judgment matrix with respect to the relative importance of the criteria, A = ͑a ij ͒ mϫm , a reciprocal matrix, which conforms to the following regulation:
In order to depict the inconsistency of the AHP pairwise matrix, the following nomenclatures need to be cited for illustration: strong transitivity, weak transitivity, and nontransitivity ͓11͔. A matrix conforms with the strong transitivity property is called a perfect consistent matrix, which does less likely happen in practice unless the number of criteria is no more than 3 or the weighting factors are determined before doing the pairwise ͓16-20͔.
Upon analyzing the property of the matrix, it is noticed that each column of the matrix represents a set of weight allocation. For instance, A j = ͑a 1j , a 2j , . . . ,a mj ͒ T is the jth round comparison result toward the jth criterion ͑a jj = 1, and a ij represents the relative importance of the ith criterion toward the jth criterion when the priority of the jth criterion is set to 1͒.
The approaches mostly in use to obtain the relative weighting factors for each criterion are either sum-production method or geometrical mean method, both of which yield a set of crisp value representing the overall weighting allocation for the criteria. It is required that the consistency index ͑CI͒ Ͻ0.1 to avoid too much inconsistency while doing the pairwise, where
͑ max is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A͒ Based on the above analysis, A = ͑a ij ͒ mϫm includes m rounds of comparisons, each of which is represented by the jth column ͑j =1,2, . . . ,m͒ of the matrix. In this paper, the results of all rounds of the comparisons are used to form a piecewise triangular fuzzy set by assigning each weighting factor a fuzzy membership function. The methodology is described in the following sections. The values of these weights may be different due to the different subjective views of decision makers and range from the minimum to the maximum, if no limitations are exerted on the weighting. This gives us the inspiration of the formulation of the piecewise triangular fuzzy set.
Piecewise Triangular Fuzzy Set Description.
Let w ir be the rth smallest number among b i1 through b im , ͑here r denotes the rank number of w ir , ascendingly, r =1,2, . . . ,m, i.e., r = 1 goes to the smallest b ij , j =1, . . . ,m in B i ͒. Specifically, let w iM be the median value of w i1 through w im :
Then the set W i = ͑w i1 , w i2 , . . . ,w iM , . . . ,w im ͒, which is a series ordered ascendingly, can formulate a piecewise triangular fuzzy set of the weights for the ith criterion. The number of elements in W i is ͑m +1͒ when m even since a new member, w iM , is added into the series. If we assign M = ͑m +1͒ / 2 as the rank number of the w iM ͑please be noted that M integer when m even͒, accordingly, the fuzzy membership u͑w ir ͒ of each w ir and w iM is defined as follows: 
Obviously, for r = 1 and r = m, u͑w ir ͒ = 0, which are the minimum and maximum values of w ir , r =1,2, . . . ,m. For r = ͑m +1͒ / 2, u͑w ir ͒ = 1, which denotes the median value of the W i .
Then the piecewise triangular fuzzy set can be represented as ͕u͑W i ͉͒w ir /u͑w ir ͒,r = 1,2, . . . ,͑m + 1͒/2, . . . ,m͖
Generating the Boundaries of the Weights Using the Piecewise Linear Interpolation.
Prior to generating the boundaries ͓w iL , w iH ͔ for the weight factor w i , a bias tolerance ratio ͑BTR, denoted as ␤͒, ␤ ͓0,1͔, is introduced to represent the allowable weighting range of a decision maker. Here, ␤ = 0 means no bias is allowed, whereas ␤ = 1 allows the maximum bias tolerance.
␤ is defined as the complementary of the fuzzy membership function,
where u is the piecewise linear fuzzy membership function for the independent variable w i .
By giving a particular value ␤ ͑␤ ͓0,1͔͒, the w L and w H can be interpolated by the piecewise linear function, which is determined by the point sets:
From the algebra, if a series of points: ͕͑x k , y k ͒ , k ͓0,n͔͖ is given, the piecewise linear interpolation equation can be written as follows:
Here, Assume that there are six suppliers to be examined and the relevant pairwise matrix is shown in Table 1 .
Through normalizing by Eq. ͑11͒, Table 2 shows the transformed matrix and the median values.
Sort the numbers in Table 2 for each rows with the median values added; the piecewise triangular fuzzy sets are obtained in Table 3 . Figure 2 shows the piecewise triangular fuzzy sets for weightings w 1 through w 6 .
Without loss of generality, w 1 is taken as an example. The fuzzy set for w 1 can be written as 
Case Study
This section presents a case of a window and door manufacturer in Calgary, Alberta, Canada to evaluate the performance of its suppliers.
Selection and Prioritization of the Criteria.
As suggested by the company manager, the 11 major criteria for evaluating and selecting suppliers are listed in Table 4 .
To get the relative importance of each criterion, the pairwise comparison matrix, as shown in Table 5 , was established by the average ratings of decision makers in terms of Satty's 1-9 scoring points scheme.
Quantification Mechanism.
The performance index in accordance with each criterion is quantified by the following 1-6 scoring mechanism listed in Table 6 .
In terms with the scheme shown in Table 6 , the scores for each supplier rated by the purchase manager of the company are presented in Table 7 .
In this case, all the scores with respect to the 11 criteria are quantified to be the levels of fulfillments, which are considered the larger value the better, such that they are examined as profit indices. A dummy input index and the correspondent weighting factor, which are all unified to be 1, are attached to each DMU to facilitate the calculation of the linear programming equation ͑6͒.
Calculations and Comparison Studies.
Without loss of generality, the BTR is given as ␤ = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1, respectively. Accordingly, the lower and upper constraints of weightings, ͓w L , w H ͔, can be interpolated using the piecewise triangular fuzzy AHP described in Sec. 2.3.4, as shown in Table 8 .
By solving Eq. ͑6͒ with the data provided in Tables 5-7 , together with the different weighting constraints shown in Table 8 , the final results were calculated as shown in Table 9 . The current approaches used in the company, i.e., simple weighting sum method and the traditional DEA method, are also compared in Table 9 .
The data in Table 9 show the relative efficiencies with respect to the various BTRs. It is noticed that as the BTR changes from 0 to 1 ͑i.e., increase of weight range or uncertainties͒, more suppliers are considered as efficient ones with efficiency measures of 1s. A supplier whose relative efficiency equals to 1 is considered as DEA efficient ͑i.e., to be selected or qualified͒ under a certain BTR. For example, Suppliers 4 and 5 are efficient under the circumstance of BTR= 0.4. As the BTR restricts to be 0, which means the weighting factor set is a crisp value set and no bias is allowed, there is only one supplier ͑No. 4͒ that remains to be efficient. The implication behind the calculation results, as shown in Table 9 , is that the bigger BTR allows the wider weight range Table 4 Eleven criteria currently in use in the company and the descriptions on fulfillment requirements
C1
On time deliveries Shipments are made on the date specified on purchase order when the appropriate lead time is provided. C2
Conformance to specifications Initial engineering and manufacturing requirements are satisfied. Product is initially fit and suitable for its intended use.
C3
Field reliability/warranty The product performs reliably and without issue after installation and continues to exhibit quality and trouble free characteristics to the user on a long-term basis.
C4
Price competitiveness Price structure offered is competitive in the industry. The pricing is rational and can be justified from a costing standpoint.
C5
Complete shipments Quantities shipped are as specified on purchase order. C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11   C1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  3  3  3  C2  1  1  2  2  2  2  3  3  4  4  C3  1  1  1  1  1  3  3  3  3  C4  1  2  1  1  2  2  2  2  C5  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  C6  1  1  1  1  2  2  C7  1  1  1  2  2  C8  1  2  1  2  C9  1  2  2  C10  1  1  C11 1 Table 6 The 1-6 scoring mechanism in accordance to the criteria Rating 6 Always, without fail 5
Frequently, most of the time 4
Usually, more cases than not 3
Occasionally, about half the time 2 Seldom, once in a while 1 Never for decision makers. Consequently, the loose evaluation is expected and more suppliers will be qualified. Otherwise, less number of suppliers or even one supplier will be qualified. Furthermore as shown in Table 9 , the current approaches used in the company are compared with the presented method by setting the BTR= 0. The traditional DEA method gives a totally meaningless result, in which all the suppliers are rated to be efficient. This is because there are no weighting constraints applied to any of the 11 evaluation criteria.
The weighting sum method suffers more if the weights allocation is not determined precisely and results in a wrong ranking sequence. From Table 9 , it shows that the presented DEA method is capable of tolerating the imprecision through using the BTR. The effectiveness of the new method is proved by its significant adaptability and flexibility in comparing with the traditional methods.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel method for evaluating alternative candidates in a multi-input and multi-output decision making problem is proposed, which was developed by combining the DEA, AHP, and fuzzy set theory through introducing a new concept of a controllable BTR. Figure 3 depicts the evolution flowchart of the new proposed model.
The piecewise triangular fuzzy set for the weighting priorities intuitively represents the redundancy and inconsistency of decision makers. With the introduction of the piecewise triangular fuzzy set and the BTR, which leaves a varying but restrained range of weighting for the evaluation criteria, both the subjective and objective ͑e.g., based on some collected data͒ views of candidates based on evaluation criteria of a decision maker can be taken into considerations in this decision support model. Moreover, the BTR provides the decision maker the flexibility to conveniently tighten or loosen the weighting restraint. Thus, the eligibly efficient suppliers would not only be sorted out but also be ranked according to the evaluation criteria. On the other hand, the introduction of the BTR alleviates the possible misjudgment because of the uncertain and inappropriate weighting factors, which may lead to exclude the potential eligibly efficient supplier out of the selection, who otherwise might be qualified under another weighting factors allocation.
It is sometimes troublesome and difficult to determine appropriate weights, although it has the flexibility. The difficulty of determining appropriate weights causes the possible misjudge from using the model. To overcome this difficulty or problem, the piecewise triangular fuzzy set and the BTR parameter are introduced in this paper to prevent the potential valuable suppliers from being pruned out. Fig. 3 Evolution of the proposed model 
